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There's never been an improved time to invest in cryptocurrency!If you're reading this, that
means you already know this, and you're ready to make your crypto fortune but do not know
where to begin.At the beginning of 2018, Bitcoin made a staggering rise to $20k. we've done
all the work for you. Everything you may not know is that there are many coins which have
made identical jumps, and there are lots more with the same potential.You'll learn:How and

where to buy/sell cryptocurrencies How to get 100% free coinsAll about crypto miningHow to
store your fortune and keep it safeHow to pick the best coins to purchase.The good

news?therefore much more!Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Trading for the Layman will be
invaluable for anybody new to the crypto space, digital currency and the blockchain.This is the
only book you'll ever have to start making serious profit crypto. 8 years prior, you might have
picked up a whole Bitcoin for a fraction of a cent! This reserve was written with the average

person in mind, in clear and straight-to-the-point vocabulary that anyone can
understand.Multimillionaires have been, and continue being, made overnight... Anyone could

be one of these in this new and wonderful market. No need to spend countless hours trying to
figure out the wheres and hows – Therefore don't hesitate, get your copy today!
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